Senior Data Manager
Are you an experienced Data Manager with project management skills and do you thrive in a
dynamic, inspiring environment? Would you enjoy working with different projects both inhouse and based at client’s offices?
If so, Larix offers you the opportunity to work in a stimulating environment, with the possibility
to influence your work and responsibilities.
Larix A/S is a Nordic CRO – we offer full-service solutions within the pharmaceutical and
medical device areas. Our headquarters are located near Copenhagen in the middle of the
Medicon Valley region, and we have strong ties to the thriving pharmaceutical and biotech
activities in this region. We also have local presence in Lund, Oslo and Helsinki.
At Larix, we keep a friendly atmosphere – we think having fun while working is important. We
are a relatively small company with approximately 55 employees, and we have all the benefits
of being able to collaborate across functions, follow clinical study processes from start to finish,
and learn from each other. We offer an exciting job in a dynamic company, which is developing
extensively.
Data Management at Larix involves working on a range of different projects, some only
concerning data management tasks, others including full-service functions and close
collaboration with other functions within the company. Some tasks are carried out in-house at
the Larix office, while others are completed as an in-house consultant at the client’s location.
The tasks are therefore diverse, and we expect that you will see this as an advantage.
A key aspect of your job is making sure stakeholders get what they need in a timely manner
with focus on Communication, Proactivity and Quality on time.
You will be joining a qualified and experienced data management team and be part of our
Nordic team reporting to Director Data management in Herlev.
You are an experienced Data Manager from the CRO industry, the pharmaceutical industry
and/or biotech companies – we will get to know you as a proactive and competent colleague
who approaches projects with a team players’ spirit. At the same time, you are very good in
working independently and are able to plan, structure and drive your own tasks with focus on
high quality. You are an open-minded, co-operative and service-minded person with good
communication skills in English, verbal as well as in writing.
Moreover, you have experience:
• within Project Management and oversight of DM activities
• with CDISC standards
• with hands-on operational tasks throughout the data management life cycle
• Technical skills are an asset
• SAS programming skills are considered an asset
• Experience with device and NIS studies is considered an asset
We look forward to welcoming you on board – Larix offers a competitive salary package
including pension scheme, life and medical cover, ongoing education and the opportunity to
work from home from time to time.
For more information you are welcome to contact
Britt Bech Andersen, Director Data management, at bba@larixcro.com or +45 6025 6983.
You can also visit our website at www.larixcro.com
To apply for this position, please forward your application and CV to info@larixcro.com no later
than 5 April 2019. Applications will be handled in the order they arrive.
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